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About This Game

As the fire departments newest firefighting recruit, it's up to you to save Paperville in this all-new FPS.

Built exclusively for VR fight fires, shoot water pistols, blast water shotguns, power water gattling guns, battle bosses and axe
and smash your way through buildings.

Paperville is proof that anyone has what it takes to be a hero, as long as safety and saving lives aren’t priorities. A tongue-in-
cheek look into the world of firefighting, in a town filled with strange critters, odd personalities and secrets to discover.

Guided by a less-than-stellar fire department, you must help restore Paperville to its former glory.
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Explore the living, breathing town, from beach to balcony to bedroom, and get to know the people of Paperville.

Save the townspeople from imminent danger - and from themselves.

Atmospheric music helps set the scene as you traverse smokey spaces filled with fire.

Use a number of different weapons to tackle the problems in front of you.

Shoot, smash, pull, deduce, and lift your way through missions and be the hero Paperville never deserved.
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This is my fave Disgaea game cause it has the male samurai which hasnt been seen in any other ones plus Adell and Rozalin
make a great couple but like every other Disgaea game this is fun, grind heavy sure but you barely notice it when you have a
goal in mind you want to accomplish so yea heavily recomend this game and this seires. I know this program is still in it's early
stages, and coding is no easy feat, but my only true complaint is the character customization. We've run into the same issue with
PSHome, where we are limited on how unique we can make our avatars. Clothes and accessories, while abundant in variety, is
pretty cool, but I have to say that the fine people who develop these worlds possess an awesome amount of talent with which an
improvement in customization can be made. I know they are busy with other projects to keep the ball rolling, but it certainly
wouldn't hurt to do some revision on certain aspects of the game that would bring more excitement to the experience!. I really
enjoyed this expansion of Battlestar Galactica. It had some of the most challenging missions of the three (the other two been
Deadlock and Broken Alliance). However, they were not impossible. If you do your Saves carefully, you can redo the missions -
try something new.

The ambience was great. I enjoyed the back chatter. Also, I liked the ship veterancy system; where ships received bonuses to
some of their attributes. For example, Artemis got reduced damage and increased range. Each ship had their own unique type of
enhancement. Some were not very useful though. These enhancements increase slightly as your ship upgrades from rookie to
experienced to veteran to elite.

The addition of the Heracles was nice. It is an upgrade to the minotaur, with more armour and slightly more firepower possible,
depending on position of ship to its opponent. It has the same firepower on its bottom as on its top. It also has flak. They are
pretty tough. However, it would have been nicer if they could have added a couple more new ships to the game.

For me, this was the funnest of the four- Deadlock, Broken Alliance, and Anabasis been the other three. I also enjoyed
Deadlock and Broken Alliance. My least favorite was Anabasis. I felt it was too hard - therefore, frustrating.. This is unplayable,
the sprites are constantly flickering and hitboxes are misplaced completely.. Overall the game is pretty polished.. The graphics
look decent enough for VR, the guns handle fine although not big fan of the shotgun. I'm also not a fan of the arm swinger
locomotion at all but luckily there is trackpad locomotion as an option. The levels try to throw some variety with a few climbing
parts and ducking down to avoid fans and such. There is a decent variety in mobs although the humanoid type robots are a bit
bland and to easy as they don't move and just shoot from a static point.

I'ts not a wave shooter, it follows a story and you progress through levels so that aspect alone is good considering there are so
few of them in VR. The price seems steep to me i'd think $20 would be the final price not $30... guess we will see maybe by
launch it will be worth $30 since it's still EA..
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Great game!

Easy enough to learn the controls and understand the gameplay if you just want some casual top gun-action. Still complex
enough to develop strategies with your friends and grow as a pilot. Far more polished than most early access-games on steam.
. I unchecked this DLC so I no longer have to see the trash that are Reptile and Ermac costumes. Good thing I didn't pay for this
pack separately, it was included in MKXL.. Started game on normal, dead after 5 mins, go back to village resurrect, try again.
Dead again after 5 mins. Far far to much relies on you being 'lucky'. Asked for refund.. great game mechanics
- awesome combat system
- quest system is awesome aswell

- combat wears of quickly and
- archers always die in autocombat
- tedious camera movement
- diplomacy is limited to invading. Damn... this game is soo broken on steam. It's a pure bug soup and a waste of time and
money.
Before buying this on steam I had played it 100% on xbox 360 and had so much fun with almost no bugs/glitches but this game
is forcing me with many restards because of unknown bugs, restarding some levels will clean this up.
Spend actually more than 12 hours in this version (mostly offline!) but I will not continue anymore this piece of sh*d.
To devs, please pay me 100 Dollars for playing this ok?

Thanks for reading... just ask the devs for refund this corrupted game. Punched an alien in the face with my fists.
Took the alien's electronic baton.
Hit an alien gunner with the baton.
Took the mysterious piece of alien technology.
Pushed a button.
An alien cow came from nowhere.
Shot the cow with my alien gun.
Repeated that 1,000 times.

Would do that again.
25\/10. I wish i could give this game a better rating but there is so much wrong that it can't be helped. Firstly, storymode would
be good if i could pess a button to restartl! the levels themselvs require memorization but wen you get to the next level and quit
you have to restart, I dont know how people can beat the game! Next the main gaime "mindless Running" more like pontless
running,with your score only unlocking achevements and not being posted on a leaderboard anywhere there is no real reason to
play it. plus in two of the maps the traps are hard to see that when you die it makes you want to brake your computer. On the
other hand the music is incredable and that is why i keep playingc.3.5/10
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